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Introduction

The objective of this project is to design and build a robot that uses a software architecture based on subsumption to demonstrate emergent behavior. Subsumption architecture is an approach for designing intelligent systems based on several behavior modules [1]. When the robot’s environment matches the conditions required for a specific behavior, that behavior is executed. The robot’s most basic behavior module is searching for and traveling to an ultrasonic beacon. Another behavior module is the tendency to evade loud noises by seeking low light areas for safety. When the environment is deemed safe the robot will resume pursuit of the beacon. Programming the robot to exhibit these simple behaviors produces an emergent behavior. The idea of emergent behavior is that multiple simple behavior modules combine to create a sophisticated, intelligent response that is greater than the sum of the parts [2].

Goals

The goal of this project is to build and develop a robot that will use a combination of simple behaviors that result in complex actions in response to its environment. Other goals include:

- Learning the development software for the ATmega128 microcontroller,
- Developing and constructing a robot platform, including mounted sensors, batteries, a microcontroller, motors, other and accompanying hardware,
- Using IR and bump sensors to avoid obstacles,
- Using microphones to detect loud noises (above 80dB) [3],
- Using photosensors to determine the ambient light at the robot’s location and in close proximity of the robot,
- Developing the software that will give the robot its behavior
  - The robot shall detect and avoid obstacles
  - The robot shall be drawn to darkness
  - The robot shall evade loud noises
  - The robot shall seek out a beacon
**High-Level System Overview**
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Figure 1: High-Level System Block Diagram

Figure 1 shows the how the robot will gather data about its environment using sensors and then react through movement. The robot platform will be built from the ground up to ensure that the design has the features necessary to perform its tasks successfully. The platform will be controlled by an ATmega128 microcontroller, which will be programmed in C. The microcontroller will utilize the input from several sensors to extract the environmental features necessary to react intelligently.
The robot will have three basic modes. In Roam mode, the robot will search in a random pattern for the beacon while avoiding obstacles. Evade mode will be active once the robot detects a loud noise. In Pursuit mode, the robot will have received a signal from the beacon and will travel toward it.

A set of three microphones will be connected to the ATmega128 to detect loud noises and determine the direction of the source of the noise. The robot’s response to a loud noise will be to enter Evade mode and travel away from the source at a speed twice the normal roam speed (60cm per second). When the robot is in Evade mode, it will become more sensitive to the level of sound (50dB threshold instead of 80dB).

Photosensors will determine the amount of light at the robot’s current location and light levels in the robot’s path so it can determine the darker path during travel. The robot will use this information to find shelter when in Evade mode.

IR and bump sensors will be mounted on the robot to avoid obstacles while traveling. The IR sensors cannot detect an object closer than 10cm, so the bump sensors ensure obstacle detection when the IR sensors fail.

Ultrasonic receivers will also be included on the robot to detect the beacon that the robot is seeking. Matching ultrasonic transmitter will be mounted on the beacon so that the robot can locate it.

The only outputs from the microcontroller are two signals driving the H-bridges. The H-bridges allow the microcontroller to control motor speed using a PWM and the drive direction of the motors independently.
High-Level Software Block Diagram

The projected operation of the software is shown in Figure 2. The response of the robot depends on its environment and actions are weighted based on priorities, shown in Table 1.

Table: 1 Task Priorities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Roam</th>
<th>Travel in low light</th>
<th>Beacon found</th>
<th>Detection of a loud sound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Priority</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4 (2 if in Evade mode)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Detection of a loud sound takes priority over all other tasks. Roam receives the lowest priority. Traveling toward the beacon is more important than traveling in low light, unless a loud sound had been detected and the robot is in Evade mode. Key modules are described in the following paragraphs.

**Obstacle Detection and Avoidance:** This will use IR and bump sensors to determine the robot’s distance from an object or if the robot has run into an object. If a nearby obstacle is detected or the bump sensor is triggered, the robot will take action to move around the object and continue travel.

**Level of light sensed:** This will use photosensors to decide if the robot is in a low light area. The robot will favor low light areas while traveling, especially if it is in Evade mode. If the robot is in Evade mode, it will seek darkness and hide there. Once in the dark, the robot will determine when it is safe to leave and continue traveling. A safe environment may be determined by a combination of time delay and a consistently low noise level.

**Sound level and direction detection:** The robot will detect if there is a loud noise and will then react by traveling away from the source of the sound. If the robot senses the noise, it will attempt to evade and seek a low light area as described earlier. After the robot has heard a loud noise it becomes more sensitive to noises and will be easier to scare.

**Beacon detection:** The robot will roam trying to detect a signal beacon. Once the beacon is detected, traveling to the beacon source will be the robots goal.

**Instructions sent to H-bridges:** The instructions sent to the H-bridges will control the motors to get the robot to complete its tasks.
Conclusion

Our robot requires the study and knowledge of several different aspects of engineering, both in software and hardware. We will develop software using an architecture based on subsumption to interact with multiple sensors in order to demonstrate emergent behavior. We will have to create hardware specifications and find low cost devices to fit those specifications to ensure that not only does our project work but if it were to be mass produced, it could be affordable.
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